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Englands Protector
Welcome... Fáilte... Croeso... Fair faa ye... to the United
Kingdom! The Big Book of the UK introduces readers to
customs and culture of the United Kingdom. Learn about
the sport of "dwile flonking" and find out where black
diamonds come from. Meet the supernatural animal that
haunts the Scottish Highlands and discover the British
sweets that helped Hillary and Tenzing scale Everest.
Filled with facts about wildlife, food, sports, geography,
language and some very silly place names, this book will
help you uncover national secrets and unearth local
legends from England, Wales, Scotland and Northern
Ireland.
Fascinating, fact-filled writing that delivers hundreds of
years in the life of the European continent. Terrific
supplementary reading for AP History students.
Spanning the recorded history of ground warfare from
antiquity to the Atomic Age, this three-volume
authoritative reference work documents it all-from
generals to GIs, catapults to Kalashnikovs, ancient Israel
to post-Soviet Chechnya.
Oliver Cromwell (Penguin Monarchs)England's
ProtectorPenguin UK
This book considers the English Civil Wars and the civil
wars in Scotland and Ireland through the lens of
historical fiction—primarily fiction for the young. The text
argues that the English Civil War lies at the heart of
English and Irish political identities and considers how
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these identities have been shaped over the past three
centuries in part by the children’s literature that has
influenced the popular memory of the English Civil War.
Examining nearly two hundred works of historical fiction,
Farah Mendlesohn reveals the delicate interplay
between fiction and history.
King of Britain for sixty years and the last king of what
would become the United States, George III inspired
both hatred and loyalty and is now best known for two
reasons: as a villainous tyrant for America's Founding
Fathers, and for his madness, both of which have been
portrayed on stage and screen. In this concise and
penetrating biography, Jeremy Black turns away from the
image-making and back to the archives, and instead
locates George's life within his age: as a king who faced
the loss of key colonies, rebellion in Ireland, insurrection
in London, constitutional crisis in Britain and an
existential threat from Revolutionary France as part of
modern Britain's longest period of war. Black shows how
George III rose to these challenges with fortitude and
helped settle parliamentary monarchy as an effective
governmental system, eventually becoming the most
popular monarch for well over a century. He also shows
us a talented and curious individual, committed to music,
art, architecture and science, who took the duties of
monarchy seriously, from reviewing death penalties to
trying to control his often wayward children even as his
own mental health failed, and became Britain's longest
reigning king.
Die Diktatur im Pausenmodus: Stadt und Spiele im
Sommer 1936 Im Sommer 1936 steht Berlin ganz im
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Zeichen der Olympischen Spiele. Zehntausende strömen
in die deutsche Hauptstadt, die die Nationalsozialisten in
diesen sechzehn Tagen als weltoffene Metropole
präsentieren wollen. Oliver Hilmes folgt prominenten und
völlig unbekannten Personen, Deutschen und
ausländischen Gästen durch die fiebrig-flirrende Zeit der
Sommerspiele und verknüpft die Ereignisse dieser Tage
kunstvoll zum Panorama einer Diktatur im
Pausenmodus. Die »Juden verboten«-Schilder sind
plötzlich verschwunden, statt des »Horst-Wessel-Lieds«
klingen Swing-Töne durch die Straßen. Berlin scheint für
kurze Zeit eine ganz normale europäische Großstadt zu
sein, doch im Hintergrund arbeitet das NS-Regime weiter
daran, die Unterdrückung zu perfektionieren und das
Land in den Krieg zu treiben. In »Berlin 1936« erzählt
Oliver Hilmes präzise, atmosphärisch dicht und
mitreißend von Sportlern und Künstlern, Diplomaten und
NS-Größen, Transvestiten und Prostituierten,
Restaurantbesitzern und Nachtschwärmern, Berlinern
und Touristen. Es sind Geschichten, die faszinieren und
verstören, überraschen und bewegen. Es sind die
Geschichten von Opfern und Tätern, Mitläufern und
Zuschauern. Es ist die Geschichte eines einzigartigen
Sommers.

From Frankenstein to futuristic feminist utopias,
Decoding Gender in Science Fiction examines the
ways science fiction writers have incorporated,
explored, and revised conventional notions of sexual
difference. Attebery traces a fascinating history of
men's and women's writing that covertly or overtly
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investigates conceptions of gender, suggesting new
perspectives on the genre.
Wiltshire, during the dying days of Oliver Cromwell's
Republic. Robert Vaughan is the son of a
Parliamentarian officer who is investigating a series
of grisly murders which suggest a link with Satanic
rituals at Stonehenge. The return of a notoriously
wicked Cavalier, signalling the impending royalist
restoration, leads to a terrible tragedy for the
Vaughans. Robert's flight from his violent, terrifying
past leads him to Restoration London, where he
works as scribe for Milton, and where he survives
the Plague and the Great Fire. But Robert is led
along a dark path, to vampirism and beyond, as he
devotes himself to gaining the powers that will
enable him to fight an evil killer of seemingly satanic
powers. He will travel the globe, from the ancient
ghetto of Prague to the virgin forest of the New
World, as he aims to gain revenge on those who
betrayed him.
King John ruled England for seventeen and a half
years, yet his entire reign is usually reduced to one
image: of the villainous monarch outmanoeuvred by
rebellious barons into agreeing to Magna Carta at
Runnymede in 1215. Ever since, John has come to
be seen as an archetypal tyrant. But how evil was
he? In this perceptive short account, Nicholas
Vincent unpicks John's life through his deeds and his
personality. The youngest of four brothers,
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overlooked and given a distinctly unroyal name,
John seemed doomed to failure. As king, he was
reputedly cruel and treacherous, pursuing his own
interests at the expense of his country, losing the
continental empire bequeathed to him by his father
Henry and his brother Richard and eventually
plunging England into civil war. Only his lordship of
Ireland showed some success. Yet, as this
fascinating biography asks, were his crimes
necessarily greater than those of his ancestors - or
was he judged more harshly because, ultimately, he
failed as a warlord?
The first study to deal exclusively with the cult and
the political theology underpinning it, taking the story
up to 1859.
The 1st part of the volume engages with the theme
of inclusion and exclusion in the history of ideas from
different perspectives. The 2nd part of the volume
discusses debates on natural law, human nature and
political economy in early-modern Europe. Its
contributions explore the sorts of political and moral
visions that were relevant in post-Hobbesian moral
philosophy and the development of economic
thought.
This three-volume reference provides a complete
guide for readers investigating the crucial interplay
between war and religion from ancient times until
today, enabling a deeper understanding of the role of
religious wars across cultures. • Enables readers to
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explore the ongoing and important relationship
between war and religion across history through
coverage of the wars themselves; the important
leaders, battles, and campaigns; and the treaties
that resulted from these wars • Directs readers to
further reading material and supplies a
comprehensive bibliography that guides further
inquiry into the topic of war and religion • Supplies
primary source documents that include letters written
by participants of the Crusades, proclamations and
declarations from the Protestant Reformation, and
UN documents related to war and religion
Essential reading for anyone interested in the
leaders who shaped our nation Popular interest in
the Founding Fathers has surged over the past
decade and is beginning to rival interest in the Civil
War. People are increasingly looking back to the
generation that invented this country's political ideas
and institutions for help in today's complex political
world. The Complete Idiot's Guide® to the Founding
Fathers presents the Founding Fathers through the
issues that defined them-issues that are with the
country today.
Anna Keay brings fresh insight into the daily life of
Charles II and identifies how he cultivated a powerful
reputation of both himself and monarchy in Britain.
Although he styled himself 'His Highness', adopted
the court ritual of his royal predecessors, and lived in
the former royal palaces of Whitehall and Hampton
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Court, Oliver Cromwell was not a king - in spite of
the best efforts of his supporters to crown him. Yet,
as David Horspool shows in this illuminating new
portrait of England's Lord Protector, Cromwell, the
Puritan son of Cambridgeshire gentry, wielded such
influence that it would be a pretence to say that
power really lay with the collective. The years of
Cromwell's rise to power, shaped by a decade-long
civil war, saw a sustained attempt at the collective
government of England; the first attempts at a real
Union of Britain; the beginnings of empire; a radically
new solution to the idea of a national religion;
atrocities in Ireland; and the readmission to England
of the Jews, a people officially banned for over three
and a half centuries. At the end of it, Oliver Cromwell
had emerged as the country's sole ruler: to his
enemies, and probably to most of his countrymen,
his legacy looked as likely to last as that of the Stuart
dynasty he had replaced.
When Charles I was executed, his son Charles II
made it his role to search out retribution, producing
the biggest manhunt Britain had ever seen, one that
would span Europe and America and would last for
thirty years. Men who had once been among the
most powerful figures in England ended up on the
scaffold, on the run, or in fear of the assassin's
bullet. History has painted the regicides and their
supporters as fanatical Puritans, but among them
were remarkable men, including John Milton and
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Oliver Cromwell. Don Jordan and Michael Walsh
bring these remarkable figures and this astonishing
story vividly to life an engrossing, bloody tale of
plots, spies, betrayal, fear and ambition.
James's reign marked one of the very rare major
breaks in England's monarchy. Already James VI of
Scotland and a highly experienced ruler who had
established his authority over the Scottish Kirk, he
marched south on Elizabeth I's death to become
James I of England and Ireland, uniting the British
Isles for the first time and founding the Stuart
dynasty which would, with several lurches, reign for
over a century. Indeed his descendant still occupies
the throne. A complex, curious man and great
survivor, James drastically changed court life in
London and presided over such major projects as
the Authorized Version of the Bible and the
establishment of English settlements in Virginia,
Massachusetts, Gujarat and the Caribbean.
Although he failed to unite England and Scotland, he
insisted that ambassadors acknowledge him as King
of Great Britain and that vessels from both countries
display a version of the current Union Flag. He was
often accused of being too informal and insufficiently
regal - but when his son, Charles I, decided to
redress these criticisms in his own reign he was
destroyed. How much of the roots of this disaster
were to be found in James's reign is one of the many
problems dramatized in Thomas Cogswell's brilliant
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and highly entertaining new book.
Die globalen Veränderungen der letzten Jahrzehnte
und das Ende des Kalten Krieges werfen ein neues
Licht auf Hannah Arendts Schrift "Über die
Revolution". Arendt analysiert in dieser brillanten
Studie eines der erstaunlichsten Phänomene des 20.
Jahrhunderts: Ausgehend von der amerikanischen
und der Französischen Revolution, untersucht sie
die Ablösung des Krieges als Mittel der gewaltsamen
Veränderung durch die Revolution.
In this essential introduction to the study of Stuart
history, Ronald Hutton provides a clear and
authoritative guide to the main themes of the subject,
as well as to the current condition of the discipline
and its historiography. Ideal for both students and
teachers, Debates in Stuart History: * helps students
to understand key recent issues and debates and
shows how to set their reading in context * provides
a new sense of why historians of the Stuart period,
both collectively and individually, perceive the past in
particular ways * shows how these perceptions alter
over time * aids our understanding of historians, and
of the ways in which they use and interpret data
The sequence of civil wars that ripped England apart
in the seventeenth century was the single most
traumatic event in this country between the medieval
Black Death and the two world wars. Indeed, it is
likely that a greater percentage of the population
were killed in the civil wars than in the First World
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War. This sense of overwhelming trauma gives this
major new history its title: God’s Fury, England’s
Fire. The name of a pamphlet written after the king’s
surrender, it sums up the widespread feeling within
England that the seemingly endless nightmare that
had destroyed families, towns and livelihoods was
ordained by a vengeful God – that the people of
England had sinned and were now being punished.
As with all civil wars, however, ‘God’s fury’ could
support or destroy either side in the conflict. Was
God angry at Charles I for failing to support the true,
protestant, religion and refusing to work with
Parliament? Or was God angry with those who had
dared challenge His anointed Sovereign? Michael
Braddick’s remarkable book gives the reader a vivid
and enduring sense both of what it was like to live
through events of uncontrollable violence and what
really animated the different sides. The killing of
Charles I and the declaration of a republic – events
which even now seem in an English context utterly
astounding – were by no means the only outcomes,
and Braddick brilliantly describes the twists and turns
that led to the most radical solutions of all to the
country’s political implosion. He also describes very
effectively the influence of events in Scotland,
Ireland and the European mainland on the conflict in
England. God’s Fury, England’s Fire allows readers
to understand once more the events that have so
fundamentally marked this country and which still
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resonate centuries after their bloody ending.
Oliver Cromwell (1599-1658) gelang das einzigartige
Kunststück, vom einfachen Landedelmann zum allmächtigen
Lord Protector aufzusteigen. In seinem schillernden Leben
und Wirken spiegelt sich zugleich eine der turbulentesten
Epochen der englischen Geschichte, die von Bürgerkrieg,
Revolution sowie der Errichtung des Commonwealth geprägt
war. Dieter Berg entwirft aus den Quellen eine kritische
Würdigung der Lebensgeschichte dieser bis heute äußerst
umstrittenen aber faszinierenden Persönlichkeit. Dabei bietet
der Autor einen ganz neuen Blick auf die englische und
europäische Geschichte des 17. Jahrhunderts, deren
überraschenden Wendungen und tiefgreifenden Wandlungen
die Leser bis heute fesseln.
This is a book for everyone who has ever wondered why pubs
should be called The Cross Keys, The Dew Drop Inn or The
Hope and Anchor. You'll be glad to know that there are very
good - strange and memorable - reasons behind them all.
After much research about (and in) pubs, Albert Jack brings
together the stories behind pub names to reveal how they
offer fascinating and subversive insights on our history,
customs, attitudes and jokes in just the same way that
nursery rhymes do. The Royal Oak, for instance,
commemorates the tree that hid Charles II from Cromwell's
forces after his defeat at Worcester; The Bag of Nails is a
corruption of the Bacchanals, the crazed followers of
Bacchus, the god of wine and drunkenness; The Cat and the
Fiddle a mangling of Catherine La Fidele and a guarded
gesture of support for Henry VIII's first, Catholic, wife
Catherine of Aragon; plus many, many more. Here too are
even more facts about everything from ghosts to drinking
songs to the rules of cribbage and shove hapenny, showing
that, ultimately, the story of pub history is really the story of
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our own popular history
Diese Sammlung von 23 Herrscherbiographien bietet einen
Überblick über das Schicksal der britischen Monarchie von
Heinrich VII. bis Elisabeth II. Alle Königinnen und Könige
werden in knappen Biographien vorgestellt, wobei die
Autoren auch auf außen- und innenpolitische Konflikte sowie
die kulturelle und wirtschaftliche Entwicklung während ihrer
Regierungszeit eingehen - eine spannende Lektüre der
bewegten und glanzvollen Geschichte Englands im Spiegel
seiner Herrscher. Die britische Monarchie ist heute die älteste
Europas. Der Band bietet nicht nur die Geschichte ihrer
gekrönten Häupter vom 16. bis ins 21. Jahrhundert - vom
Tudor-Absolutismus bis zur konstitutionellen Monarchie
unserer Tage. Über die beeindruckenden Herrscherportraits
hinaus wird auch erklärt, unter wie vielen Gesichtspunkten
Großbritanniens Entwicklung wegweisende Beispiele für
politische und ökonomische Modernisierung bietet: Als
erfolgreicher Vertreter des maritimen Imperialismus der
frühen Neuzeit, als Staat auf dem Weg zur parlamentarischen
Demokratie, als Führungsmacht der industriellen Revolution
oder auch als europäische Weltmacht mit einem
erdumspannenden Kolonialreich. Die Darstellung gilt seit
langem als Standardwerk und wurde für die Neuauflage
überarbeitet und aktualisiert.
Charles II has always been one of the most instantly
recognisable British kings - both in his physical appearance,
disseminated through endless portraits, prints and pub signs,
and in his complicated mix of lasciviousness, cynicism and
luxury. His father's execution and his own many years of exile
made him a guarded, curious, unusually self-conscious ruler.
He lived through some of the most striking events in the
national history - from the Civil Wars to the Great Plague,
from the Fire of London to the wars with the Dutch. Clare
Jackson's marvellous book takes full advantage of its
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irrepressible subject.
By gathering together some of the very best Stuart
succession writing, Literature of the Stuart Successions offers
fresh perspectives upon the history and culture of the period.
It includes fifty texts (or extracts), selected to demonstrate the
breadth and significance of succession writing, as well as
introductory and explanatory material.
Revolutions: Finished and Unfinished, From Primal to Final is
an important philosophical contribution to the study of
revolution. It not only makes new contributions to the study of
particular revolutions, but to developing a philosophy of
revolution itself. Many of the contributors have been inspired
by the philosophical approaches of Eric Voegelin or Eugen
Rosenstock-Huessy, and the tension between these two
social philosophies adds to the philosophical uniqueness and
richness of the work.
A guide to the architectural history and significance of the
most famous structures in the history of these storied
countries.

This title was first published in 2001. For the English
people, the image of the monarchy is deeply bound
up with the idea of nationhood. This book surveys
aspects of England's royal heritage dialogue from
the late middle ages to the 19th century. It
concentrates on monumental sculpted portraits
because that was the way in which the image of the
monarchy was customarily presented in the most
immediate and permanent form at large scale in the
public arena. The aim of such memorials was to
consolidate and commemorate shared loyalties and
beliefs, focusing on the monarchs. They were
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sometimes protected by railings, more often than just
by their talismanic value. There was widespread
resistance to the idea that Oliver Cromwell should be
commemorated by public memorial. The English
generally remained uncomfortable with the idea of
republicanism. The monarchial government of the
middle ages, thought to be sanctioned by God, was
very different from the figurehead the monarchy has
become.
Jane Austen's brilliant, hilarious - and often
outrageous - early stories, sketches and pieces of
nonsense, in a beautiful Penguin Classics
clothbound edition. Jane Austen's earliest writing
dates from when she was just eleven years, and
already shows the hallmarks of her mature work: wit,
acute insight into human folly, and a preoccupation
with manners, morals and money. But they are also
a product of the eighteenth century she grew up in dark, grotesque, often surprisingly bawdy, and a far
cry from the polished, sparkling novels of manners
for which she became famous. Drunken heroines,
babies who bite off their mother's fingers, and a letterwriter who has murdered her whole family all feature
in these very funny pieces. This edition includes all
of Austen's juvenilia, including her 'History of
England' - written by 'a partial, prejudiced, and
ignorant Historian' - and the novella 'Lady Susan', in
which the anti-heroine schemes and cheats her way
through high society. Taken together, they offer a
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fascinating - and often surprising - insight into the
early Austen. This major new edition is the first time
Austen's juvenilia has appeared in Penguin Classics.
Edited by Christine Alexander, it includes an
introduction, notes and other useful editorial
materials. Jane Austen was born on 16 December
1775 at Steventon, near Basingstoke, the seventh
child of the rector of the parish. In her youth she
wrote many burlesques, parodies and other stories,
including a short epistolary novel, Lady Susan. On
her father's retirement in 1801, the family moved to
Bath, and subsequently to Chawton in Hampshire.
The novels published in Austen's lifetime include
Sense and Sensibility(1811),Pride and Prejudice
(1813), Mansfield Park (1814) and Emma (1816).
Persuasion was written in a race against failing
health in 1815-16, and was published, together with
Northanger Abbey, posthumously in 1818. Austen
died in Winchester on 18 July 1817. Christine
Alexander is Scientia Professor of English at the
University of New South Wales and general editor of
the Juvenilia Press. She has published extensively
on the Brontës and has co-edited the first book on
literary juvenilia, The Child Writer from Austen to
Woolf (2005). 'Spirited, easy, full of fun verging with
freedom upon sheer nonsense...At fifteen she had
few illusions about other people and none about
herself' - Virginia Woolf' [Her] inspiration was the
inspiration of Gargantua and of Pickwick; it was the
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gigantic inspiration of laughter' - G. K. Chesterton
The tragedy of Charles I dominates one of the most
strange and painful periods in British history as the
whole island tore itself apart over a deadly,
entangled series of religious and political disputes. In
Mark Kishlansky's brilliant account it is never in
doubt that Charles created his own catastrophe, but
he was nonetheless opposed by men with far fewer
scruples and less consistency who for often quite
contradictory reasons conspired to destroy him. This
is a remarkable portrait of one of the most talented,
thoughtful, loyal, moral, artistically alert and yet,
somehow, disastrous of all this country's rulers.
Das Standardwerk des Ostkirchenexperten Thomas
Bremer erscheint in einer zweiten, stark
überarbeiteten und aktualisierten Auflage. Nach
einem Durchgang durch die Kirchengeschichte der
Russischen Orthodoxen Kirche werden wichtige
Themen wie Ausbreitung und Mission, die
Beziehung zwischen Staat und Kirche, die
Frömmigkeit oder das Mönchtum dargestellt. Auch
werden Fragen wie die Haltung der russischen
Orthodoxie zum Westen oder ihre Position zu den
aktuellen Ereignissen in der Ukraine erörtert.
This book surveys the channels through which
political ideas and knowledge were conveyed to the
English people from the beginning of the reign of
Elizabeth I to the Revolution of 1688. Shapiro argues
that an assessment of English political culture
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requires an examination of all means by which this
culture was expressed and communicated. While the
discussion focuses primarily on genres such as the
sermon, newsbook, poetry, and drama, it also
considers the role of events and institutions. Shapiro
is the first to explore and elucidate the entire web of
communication in early modern English political life.
Despite its reputation as the longest established in
Europe, the history of the English monarchy is
punctuated by scandal, murders, betrayals, plots,
and treason. Since William the Conqueror seized the
crown in 1066, England has seen three civil wars; six
monarchs have been murdered or executed; the
throne of England has been usurped four times, and
won in battle three times; and personal scandals and
royal family quarrels abound.
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